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E-mail address: s.p.tripathy@bradford.ac.uk (S.P. TPylyshyn, Z.W. and Storm, R.W. (1988) (Tracking multiple independent targets: Evidence for a parallel
tracking mechanism. Spatial Vision, 3(3), 179–197) proposed that human observers could simultaneously
track up to ﬁve dots when presented with an array of dots moving in a random manner. In contrast, Tri-
pathy, S.P., and Barrett, B.T. (2004) (Severe loss of positional information when detecting deviations in
multiple trajectories. Journal of Vision, 4(12):4, 1020–1043, http://journalofvision.org/4/14/4/, doi:
10.1167/4.12.4) showed that when a threshold paradigm was employed, observers’ ability to track devi-
ations in straight-line trajectories is severely compromised when attending to two or more dots. In this
study we present a series of four experiments that investigates the role of attention and visual memory
while tracking deviations in multiple trajectories using a threshold paradigm. Our stimuli consisted of
several linear, non-parallel, left-to-right trajectories, each moving at the same speed. At the trajectory
mid-point (reached simultaneously by all dots), one of the dots (target) deviated clockwise or counter-
clockwise. The observers’ task was to identify the direction of deviation. The target trajectory was cued
in the second half of the trial either by disappearance of distractors at the monitor’s mid-line (Experiment
1) or by means of a change in colour of the target (Experiment 2); in both cases deviation thresholds rose
steeply when the number of distractor trajectories was increased from 0 (typical threshold  2) to 3
(typical threshold > 20). When all the trajectories were presented statically in a single frame (Experi-
ment 3), thresholds for identifying the orientation change of the target trajectory remained relatively
unchanged as the number of distractor trajectories was increased. When a temporal delay of a few hun-
dred milliseconds was introduced between the ﬁrst and second halves of trajectories (Experiment 4),
deviation thresholds increased steeply. These results suggest that the persistence of trajectory-traces
in visual sensory memory may play an important part in determining thresholds for detecting deviations
in trajectories.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The human visual system is capable of attending to only a few
objects at any instant of time. Visual attention refers to the process
of selecting particular aspects of a stimulus for further analysis
while suppressing information about other aspects. Our ability to
selectively attend to relevant objects in a visual scene is governed
by the capacity limits of visual attention. With regard to this capac-
ity limit various studies involving Multiple Object Tracking (MOT)
have shown that observers can simultaneously track up to 4–5 ran-
domly-moving target items among identical distractors with about
85% accuracy (Allen, McGeorge, Pearson, & Milne, 2004; Alvarez &
Franconeri, 2007; Bahrami, 2003; Pylyshyn, 1989, 1994, 2000,
2001; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Scholl & Pylyshyn 1999; Scholl,ll rights reserved.
ripathy).Pylyshyn, & Franconeri, 1999; Viswanathan & Mingolla, 2002; Yan-
tis, 1992).
In contrast to the above MOT studies, Tripathy and Barrett
(2004) found that when a threshold task was employed to study
MOT performance, observers were unable to track more than
one trajectory effectively. In their paradigm the typical stimulus
consisted of one target trajectory and several distractor trajecto-
ries. The distractors moved along linear trajectories from the left
half of the screen to the right half. The target moved along a bilin-
ear trajectory, undergoing a single deviation midway through its
trajectory. Apart from the deviation, the target and distractors
were indistinguishable and the observers were not informed
beforehand which trajectory was the target. For different numbers
of distractors, the smallest angle of deviation that could be de-
tected, i.e., the threshold for identifying the direction of deviation
(clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW)), henceforth referred
to as deviation threshold, was determined. Thresholds increased
rapidly as the number of distractor trajectories was increased
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were 2–3 times higher than that for the target trajectory pre-
sented alone. In the Tripathy and Barrett task it is necessary to re-
tain in memory the history (i.e., the pre-deviation parts) of the
trajectories in order to perform well. Thus it is possible that the
poor performance in the presence of distractors in that study re-
sulted from an inability to recall the pre-deviation trajectories.
The goal of this study is to employ a threshold task similar to
the earlier study to examine the role of attention and visual mem-
ory during MOT.
In Tripathy and Barrett (2004), observers typically had to iden-
tify the direction of deviation in the target trajectory, without any
prior information regarding which trajectory on any trial was the
target. Shifting attention to the target by having the target trajec-
tory cued following the deviation might permit access to informa-
tion pertaining to its earlier parts and, hence, facilitate the
determination of its direction of deviation. If memory of the trajec-
tories plays a central role in determining performance for detecting
deviations, then revealing the identity of the target during the sec-
ond half of the stimulus presentation might help the observer to
recall the earlier parts of its trajectory and consequently thresholds
for detecting deviations might be lowered.
In the context of the cueing experiments several studies have
shown that there exists a partial report (PR) advantage for static
as well as moving stimuli (Averbach & Coriell, 1961; Averbach &
Sperling, 1961; Baxt, 1871; Demkiw & Michaels, 1976; Sperling,
1960, 1963, 1967; Treisman, Russell, & Green, 1975. See Greene,
1992 for a thorough critique of the PR paradigm). The PR advan-
tage refers to the improvement in observers’ performance when
required to report only part of the stimulus display as opposed
to the full report (FR) condition (in which the observer is asked
to report the contents of the entire display). In the context of
the present threshold experiments, cueing the target trajectory
is similar to the PR condition (cueing a particular row of letters)
in the experiments of Sperling (1960). In fact, when the target
trajectory was cued at the start of the trial, deviation thresholds
when there were 10 trajectories were similar to thresholds when
there was only a single trajectory in the stimulus (Tripathy & Bar-
rett, 2004, Experiment 5). When the target is cued at the point of
deviation the observer knows, earlier than if there was no cue,
that the cued trajectory is the one that should be allocated max-
imum resources.
The studies of Kahneman, Treisman and their colleagues give us
further reasons for expecting that cueing the target during the lat-
ter part of the trajectory might facilitate the recollection of early
parts of the trajectory (Kahneman & Henik, 1981; Kahneman & Tre-
isman, 1984; Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992). These studies
suggest that attention is object-based and the allocation of atten-
tion to an object facilitates all the responses associated with the se-
lected object. In the words of Kahneman et al. (1992, p. 176), ‘‘. . .
focussing of attention on a target item not only enhances the sal-
ience of all its current properties – it also selectively reactivates
the recent history of that object”; this ‘reactivation’ of the recent
history is important for maintaining the perceived continuity of
objects. In this context, cueing the target at the point of deviation
should direct attention to its trajectory during the latter half of the
trial; this allocation of attention to the target trajectory should
facilitate the recall of its recent history, in particular, the earlier
half of the trajectory, and should therefore lower deviation
thresholds.
Finally, according to Tripathy and Barrett (2004), one of the rea-
sons that deviation thresholds increased rapidly with the number
of distractor trajectories might have been that the target trajectory
was unattended on a fair proportion of the trials when there were
distractor trajectories present. In this case, cueing of the target
could result in greater attentional resources being directed to thetarget trajectory and a consequent lowering of deviation
thresholds. However, it is unclear whether redirecting of attention
to the second half of the target trajectory would permit recovery of
its ﬁrst half if this were initially unattended.
The previous paragraphs outline several reasons why we could
expect deviation thresholds to be lowered when the target trajec-
tory is cued immediately after the deviation. However, they pro-
vide little guidance as to how much of a drop in thresholds we
should anticipate as a consequence of cueing the target. The mag-
nitude of the drop in thresholds is likely to be determined by the
nature of visual memory used to record the trajectories, its rate
of decay, its capacity and its coding strategy.
Cueing the target trajectory at the point of deviation, as de-
scribed above, is one way of studying the potential role of visual
memory in the task of Tripathy and Barrett (2004). Another way
to investigate the potential role of memory in this task is to vary
the temporal parameters of the stimulus. One could present the
entire set of stimulus ‘‘trajectories” statically in a single frame on
each trial; in this case, if memory plays an important part in the
task, all of the necessary information for detecting the deviation
would be available from the start of the trial; processing of the
deviation could begin from the start without having to wait for
the necessary information to be made available, and without incur-
ring the potential decay of trajectory-information in memory that
could result from the wait. If memory plays an important part in
inﬂuencing performance, then presenting the stimulus statically
should result in substantially lowered deviation thresholds. An
alternate approach to investigating the temporal factors is to intro-
duce a temporal delay in the trajectory at the point of deviation,
halfway through the trajectory. If the memory of the traces of
the trajectories is a primary factor limiting performance, then devi-
ation thresholds should rise when a temporal delay is introduced
between the ﬁrst and second halves of the trajectories. In sum-
mary, if visual memory plays a critical role in inﬂuencing deviation
thresholds in the task of Tripathy and Barrett (2004), then we ex-
pect that presenting the same stimuli statically would result in
substantially smaller deviation thresholds and, conversely, that
introducing a temporal delay at the point of deviation should result
in larger deviation thresholds.
The use of temporal delays to study the decay of available infor-
mation in memory is not new. Sperling (1960, Experiment 4) used
this technique effectively along with his PR procedure to show that
cue-delays of about 250 ms largely obliterated the PR advantage. If
sensory memory limits performance in our deviation detection
task, then similar delays should result in substantially elevated
deviation thresholds compared to those obtained when such de-
lays are absent.
In this study we used variations of the threshold task of Tripa-
thy and Barrett (2004) in order to investigate the role of attention
and visual memory in tracking multiple moving objects. In the ﬁrst
experiment the distractor trajectories terminated at the vertical
mid-line of the display screen at the same instant that the target
trajectory underwent a deviation. This experiment examined the
question: To what extent are deviation thresholds lowered if the
target trajectory is cued during the second half of each trial? The
second experiment addressed the same question by measuring
the deviation thresholds when the target trajectory was uniquely
identiﬁed not by the disappearance of the distractors, but by a
change in colour for the target dot after the deviation. Experiment
3 measured the deviation thresholds when the ‘trajectories’ were
presented statically, in a single frame; the trace of the ﬁrst half
of the ‘trajectory’ did not have time to decay since the two halves
were presented simultaneously. In Experiment 4, a temporal delay
was introduced between the ﬁrst and second halves of the trajec-
tories. The longer the delay, the more the early parts of the trajec-
tories will have decayed before the later parts are presented. The
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affects the thresholds, and if so, to what extent? In all these exper-
iments we varied the number of trajectories (i.e., set size) but the
observers’ task remained the same (i.e. identifying the direction
of deviation of the target trajectory). Our main ﬁndings were that
thresholds rose rapidly as the number of trajectories increased,
even when the observers were cued to the target trajectory at
the point of deviation in Experiments 1 and 2. Set-size effects on
thresholds were small for the static stimulus in Experiment 3.
Temporal delays of a few hundred milliseconds in Experiment 4 re-
sulted in elevated thresholds, which is consistent with the involve-
ment of sensory memory. To anticipate, the results from the four
experiments are consistent with the hypothesis that the limits to
tracking lie in the persistence of the trajectory-traces in sensory
memory. Other plausible explanations for our ﬁndings are dis-
cussed in the General Discussion under the section Alternate Poten-
tial Explanations for our Findings.2. General methods
The stimuli were generated using a Gateway 2000 computer
and displayed on a Vivitron 1776 monitor. The frequency of the
monitor was 60 Hz yielding frame durations of 16.67 ms. The por-
tion of the monitor screen used for the stimulus display was
798  574 pixels. Each pixel subtended an angle of 10 in the hori-
zontal and vertical directions at the viewing distance of 1.29 m.
The experiments were conducted with the room lit normally by
two ﬂuorescent lights; the ambient lighting prevented the persis-
tence of trajectory-trails on the screen from inﬂuencing observers’
responses. Chin- and forehead-rests were used to minimise head
movements. Fixation was not monitored. During practice sessions
observers were encouraged to perform the task with and without
eye movements to determine the eye movement strategy that opti-
mised their performance (feedback was provided following each
trial in the practice sessions and in the actual experiment); they
were instructed to continue with this strategy during the actual
experiments.
The stimuli in this study were variations of the stimuli used in
Experiment 4 of Tripathy and Barrett (2004). The description of the
typical stimulus used in the previous study is summarised here;
variations from this typical stimulus are described with the indi-
vidual experiments. The stimulus comprised a target dot moving
along a bilinear trajectory and a variable number (between zero
and nine) of distractor dots moving along linear trajectories. At
the beginning of each trial all the dots appeared on the screen
and remained stationary until the observer initiated their motion
using the appropriate key on the keyboard. During the motion
phase the dots moved along trajectories that were constrained in
the following ways:
(i) The dots always moved from the left half to the right half of
the screen.
(ii) in a block, all dots travelled with the same speed, and all tri-
als had the same number of trajectories.
(iii) On each trial all the dots reached the vertical mid-line of the
screen (indicated by vertical markers) on the same monitor frame.
(iv) If any distractor dots were present on a trial, they travelled
along linear trajectories (straight-lines).
(v) At the vertical mid-line, the target dot deviated either CW
(negative in our sign convention) or CCW (positive in our sign
convention). Before and after deviation the target dot travelled
along a linear trajectory. The angle of deviation varied from trial
to trial, and 0 deviations were also interleaved. All reported an-
gles of deviation were measured in the plane of the monitor; any
other angles reported (e.g. dot size, dot speed) are angles
subtended at the observers’ eye. Observers were aware that anydeviation in the target trajectory occurred at the vertical mid-line
only.
(vi) On the starting frame each dot was separated from the
nearest dot by at least 150 of visual angle.
(vii) Over a block, the distractor trajectories had an average ori-
entation of 0 with an added random uniform jitter, which ranged
from 80 to +80. The jitter, along with the starting separation in
(vi) ensured that the trajectories were neither parallel, nor
overlapping.
(viii) The target trajectory’s orientation was jittered such that
its post-deviation orientation was within the range ±(80 – |an-
gle-of-deviation|); the target trajectory, regardless of how close
its post-deviation orientation was to the vertical, was just as likely
to have deviated clockwise as anti-clockwise. Without this con-
straint, target trajectories that were oriented close to +80 post-
deviation would have been more likely to have deviated CCW,
and those oriented close to 80 post-deviation would have been
more likely to have deviated CW; thus the post-deviation orienta-
tion of the target would have biased the observers’ responses,
especially when the target trajectories were clearly identiﬁed.
(ix) The different trajectories could intersect during the course
of the trial. When the trajectories reached the mid-line the average
adjacent-trajectory separation was 40’ with an added uniform ran-
dom jitter of up to ±50. This separation ensured that any intersec-
tions in trajectories did not occur close to the point of deviation
of the target trajectory.
The background screen luminance was 2.4 cd/m2. In all the
experiments with white dots, the dots had a luminance of
55.4 cd/m2 [CIE (x, y) co-ordinates (0.28, 0.29)], as measured from
an extended area of the same luminance. The dot size was ﬁxed at
50  50. The average trajectory-speed was controlled by varying the
dot displacement between frames. Most of our experiments used a
dot speed of 4/s. However, our ﬁndings were veriﬁed at dot speeds
of 2 and 8/s in most cases. Observers’ performance, as measured
by the threshold for detecting the direction of deviation of the tar-
get trajectory, was relatively unaffected by dot speeds over this
range (Tripathy & Barrett, 2004, Experiment 4, Fig. 6). These dot
speeds also cover the main range of speeds used in the experi-
ments of Pylyshyn and Storm (1988).
When the trajectories of the moving dots are very long, thresh-
olds for detecting deviations in the trajectories are typically re-
duced [Tripathy and Barrett (2004), Experiment 1, Fig. 2]. In
these experiments we wanted to ensure that any drop in perfor-
mance (elevation of deviation thresholds), if observed, was not
due to inappropriately short trajectory lengths used for the target
trajectory. Therefore, we presented our stimuli for durations of
either 51 or 101 frames to ensure long trajectories. When the dot
speed was 4 or 8/s the stimuli were presented for 51 frames,
yielding trajectory lengths of 2000 and 4000, respectively, from
the centre of the ﬁrst dot to the centre of the last dot, measured
along the trajectory. When the speed was 2/s the stimulus was
presented for 101 frames, ensuring that the trajectory was 2000
long.
The experiments were conducted using the Method of Constant
Stimuli. Within a block, the number of trajectories presented on a
trial, the speed with which the dots moved and the lengths of the
trajectories were kept constant and the angle of deviation was var-
ied between trials. Each block had nine uniformly spaced levels of
deviation – four CW, four CCW and one without any deviation,
with twenty trials at each of the nine levels of deviation. The obser-
ver’s task on each trial was to report the perceived direction of
deviation of the target trajectory (CW or CCW), by pressing appro-
priate keys on the keyboard. The observer’s response was recorded
and a computer generated noise beep provided feedback regarding
the correctness of the response. In trials where the target trajectory
did not deviate, an incorrect response was signalled with a proba-
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ence in angle between any two adjacent levels within a block)
for the deviations was estimated so that the responses covered
an acceptable range of the psychometric function. Once an esti-
mate of the step-size for an experimental condition had been ob-
tained, four blocks were run with this step-size. Set-size effects
were studied by varying, between blocks, the number of distractor
trajectories present.
2.1. Analysis
The observer’s responses in each experimental condition were
plotted with the angle of deviation on the abscissa and the per-
centage of trials on which the deviation was reported to be
CCW on the ordinate. A cumulative normal function was then ﬁt-
ted to the data. The lower and upper asymptotes of the cumula-
tive function were ﬁxed at 0 and 100%, respectively. Deviation
thresholds at d
0
= 1 were then estimated from the ﬁts (Macmillan
& Creelman, 1991). The ﬁtting program also estimated the within-
observer uncertainty (±1SD) in the deviation threshold, and these
have been included as error bars in the ﬁgures that plot deviation
thresholds. The threshold estimation technique used in the pres-
ent study was identical to that described in Tripathy and Barrett
(2004).3. Experiment 1: Distractors terminating at vertical mid-line
In the deviation detection task of Tripathy and Barrett (2004),
observers’ performance was poor either because the target trajec-
tory was unattended indicating attentional limitations, or because
it was not successfully remembered due to limitations of memory,
or both. In that study, apart from the experiment where the target
was explicitly cued, the observer could only identify the target if
he/she detected the deviation. Furthermore, if a deviation was
not detected, it is not clear to what extent the target trajectory
was tracked. On these trials it is possible that the target trajectory
was attended either for the full duration of the trial, or for part of
that duration, but the information available was inadequate for
determining the direction of deviation; alternatively, the target
trajectory may not have been tracked at all during the trajectory
motion.
In this study, we facilitated the directing of attention towards
the target over a substantial portion of its trajectory by modifying
our stimulus so that the target was the only trajectory in either the
ﬁrst half or the second half of the trial, i.e. on either the left half of
the screen, or the right. We anticipated that this modiﬁcation
would facilitate the monitoring of the target during the second half
of a trial, or the recall of the target trajectory during the ﬁrst half of
a trial.
When the target is the only trajectory on the left half of the
screen, the target should act as its own cue and deviation thresh-
olds are expected to be independent of the number of distractors.
When the target is the only trajectory on the right half of the
screen, the effects of set-size on deviation thresholds are more dif-
ﬁcult to predict. In this condition, for the reasons listed in the Intro-
duction, deviation thresholds are expected to be substantially
reduced though it is not clear by how much. This experiment ad-
dresses the question: How do deviation thresholds change as the
number of trajectories changes, if all the distractors disappear at
the mid-line?
3.1. Stimulus and procedure
Fig. 1(a) shows a typical stimulus with the distractor trajecto-
ries appearing at the mid-line of the screen and persisting onlyfor the latter half of the trial. A single dot (the target) appeared
on the left half of the screen and remained stationary until the ob-
server initiated the trajectory motion. Thus, from the start of each
trial the observer knew which trajectory was the target. When the
dot started moving, its trajectory was the only trajectory on the
screen until it reached the mid-line, at which point the trajectory
deviated either CW or CCW. At the instant of deviation, the distrac-
tor trajectories appeared at the vertical mid-line and moved right-
ward until the end of the trial. Deviation thresholds were evaluated
for 1, 4 and 10 trajectories for a dot speed of 4/s. This experimen-
tal condition is henceforth referred to as the early-cueing condition.
Fig. 1(b) shows a typical stimulus with the distractor trajecto-
ries persisting only for the ﬁrst half of the trial and disappearing
at the mid-line of the screen. A group of dots consisting of the tar-
get and the distractors appeared on the left half of the screen and
remained stationary until the observer initiated motion. When the
motion was initiated, observers were not aware as to which dot
represented the target trajectory. When the dots reached the ver-
tical mid-line all the distractors disappeared leaving only the target
dot to continue on the right half of the display, having deviated
either CW or CCW at the mid-line. Thus, the target was clearly
identiﬁed in the right half of the screen and this is henceforth re-
ferred to as the late-cueing condition. Other details are as in the
early-cueing condition. Thresholds were estimated for 1–4 trajec-
tories at a dot speed of 4/s. Observers BB, SS and ST participated
in both conditions of this experiment.
To investigate the effect of dot speed on deviation thresholds
and to ensure that any set-size effects were not due to inappropri-
ate choice of dot speeds, observers SS and ST repeated the experi-
ment for two additional dot speeds (2 and 8/s).
3.2. Results
Fig. 1(c) displays deviation thresholds for observers BB (green
squares), SS (blue diamonds) and ST (red triangles) as a function
of the number of trajectories for 1, 4 and 10 trajectories for the
early-cueing condition. Deviation thresholds did not change sub-
stantially as the number of distractor trajectories was increased.
On average incrementing the number of trajectories by one re-
sulted in an increase in thresholds by 0.08, 0.02 and 0.03 for
BB, SS and ST, respectively, as estimated from the straight-line ﬁts
to the data. The results suggest that when attention was directed to
the target trajectory at the beginning of the trial, observers had lit-
tle difﬁculty in reporting its direction of deviation, despite the on-
set of several distractor trajectories at the mid-line.
Fig. 1(d) shows deviation thresholds for 1–4 trajectories for the
three observers for the late-cueing condition. When the number of
trajectories was one there were no distractor trajectories and
therefore the left most data for each observer in this ﬁgure is the
same as that in Fig. 1(c). However, deviation thresholds increased
steeply as the number of trajectories was increased. When the
number of trajectories was increased to ﬁve or more, reliable
thresholds could not be obtained because the responses were noisy
and failed to cover the full range of the psychometric function. On
average, incrementing the number of trajectories by one resulted
in an increase in thresholds by 10.31, 4.96 and 6.12 for BB, SS
and ST, respectively.
Observer ST participated in a similar experiment in Tripathy
and Barrett (2004). In that experiment (Experiment 4, Fig. 6) the
distractors persisted for the entire duration of the stimulus. The
straight-line ﬁt to ST’s data from that experiment is also shown
in Fig. 1(d) for the purposes of comparison.
Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show deviation thresholds as a function of the
number of trajectories for observers SS and ST for three dot speeds
in the early-cueing condition. Fig. 2(c) and (d) show deviation
thresholds for observers SS and ST for three different dot speeds,
Fig. 1. Schematic of typical moving dot stimuli used in Experiment 1 and the resulting deviation thresholds. The stimuli shown in (a) and (b) each consist of a single target
trajectory and 3 distractor trajectories and are not drawn to scale. In both (a) and (b) the target trajectory is shown to deviate clockwise by about 10. (a) Shows the early-cue
condition where the distractors appeared at the mid-line. (b) Represents the late-cue condition where the distractors disappeared at the mid-line. (c) Observers’ deviation
thresholds as a function of number of trajectories in the early-cue condition. The different symbols show the data for three different observers. Symbols representing data for
observers SS and ST have been offset slightly along the abscissa to enhance readability. Error bars in these and subsequent data ﬁgures represent the uncertainty in the
thresholds (±1SD) estimated by the ﬁtting procedure. The dotted lines are straight-line ﬁts to the data. The slopes of the ﬁts are also shown in the ﬁgure. The slopes are all very
close to zero, suggesting that the number of trajectories had little inﬂuence on deviation thresholds. (d) The deviation thresholds for the late-cue condition in a format similar
to that in (c). Substantial set-size effects are observed in this condition. Even with just one distractor trajectory, each observer’s threshold was more than twice that for the
target trajectory presented alone. Also shown, for purposes of comparison, is the best straight-line ﬁt to observer ST’s thresholds when the distractor trajectories persisted for
the entire duration of the stimulus (‘‘ST Full”; from Tripathy & Barrett, 2004, Experiment 4, Fig. 6).
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tories for each speed in Fig. 2(a) and (b) and for up to four trajec-
tories in Fig. 2(c) and (d). In Fig. 2(a), and (c), the deviation
thresholds at a speed of 4/s (blue diamonds) are the same as
SS’s data (blue diamonds) in Fig. 1(c) and (d). Likewise, in
Fig. 2(b) and (d), the deviation thresholds at a speed of 4/s (blue
diamonds) are the same as ST’s data (red triangles) in Fig. 1(c)
and (d). Furthermore, the leftmost symbols representing data
when the number of trajectories is one are the same in Fig. 2(a)
and (c) and in Fig. 2(b) and (d), since there are no distractors pres-
ent when only one trajectory was presented. For both observers, at
each of the three speeds, deviation thresholds increased steeply
with increase in the number of distractor trajectories in the late-
cueing condition. For observer SS, incrementing the number of tra-
jectories by one resulted in an increase in thresholds by 5.78, 4.96
and 3.76 for dot speeds of 2, 4 and 8/s, respectively, as estimated
by the best-ﬁtting straight-lines. The corresponding slopes for ob-
server ST are 3.73, 6.12 and 4.92/trajectory.
3.3. Discussion
In the early-cueing condition observers had little difﬁculty in
reporting the direction of deviation of the target trajectory, even
when the number of trajectories was increased to 10. This ﬁnding
suggests that when the target trajectory was clearly identiﬁed,
observers are able to ignore any interference from distractor trajec-tories. These results concur with the results of the early-cueing
experiments in Tripathy and Barrett (2004, Experiment 5, Fig. 7).
However, in the late-cueing condition observers performed
poorly, suggesting that the decision process had little access to
information regarding the early part of the trajectories. A compar-
ison of slopes for observer ST in the present study with his perfor-
mance in Experiment 4 in Tripathy and Barrett (2004) indicated
that the performance for reporting deviations did improve when
the distractor trajectories were not present in the second half of
the stimuli, compared to when the distractor trajectories were
present throughout the stimuli; the straight-line ﬁt to ST’s data
in Fig. 1(d) had a slope of 6.12/trajectory, compared with a slope
of 13.13/trajectory in the previous study (Experiment 4, Fig. 6).
The two experiments were separated in time by over 18 months,
during which time ST participated in several other experiments
that involved tracking multiple objects. Thus the differences ob-
served could have arisen from the effects of practice over the
time-interval separating the experiments, or from the conse-
quences of attention being directed to the target trajectory for a
substantial part of the trajectory, or from both.
For dot speeds in the range 2–8/s set-size effects were absent
in the early-cueing condition and strikingly evident in the late-cue-
ing condition. The set-size effects seen in Fig. 2(c) and (d) did not
vary systematically with dot speeds; the shallowest slope corre-
sponded to the 8/s speed for SS and to the 2/s speed for ST and
the steepest slope corresponded to the 2/s speed for SS and to
Fig. 2. The effect of dot speed on deviation thresholds in Experiment 1. (a) and (b) Deviation thresholds as a function of the number of trajectories in the early-cue condition
for observers SS and ST, respectively. The different symbols represent the data for three different dot speeds. The dotted lines are straight-line ﬁts to the data at each speed
and the slopes of the ﬁts are shown in the ﬁgures. The symbols representing speeds of 2/s and 8/s have been offset slightly along the abscissa to enhance readability. (c) and
(d) represent the data for the late-cueing condition using a similar format as before, for observers SS and ST, respectively. Thresholds for the three different dot speeds show
qualitatively similar set-size effects.
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present experiment were lower than those in Experiment 4 of Tri-
pathy and Barrett (2004) for the same dot speeds, suggesting that
limited access to the trajectory history is possible when attention
is directed to the deviating trajectory. This could either be a conse-
quence of the reactivation of the target trajectory’s history on ac-
count of attention being directed to the target (e.g. Kahneman
et al., 1992), or a consequence of the decision process being able
to read off the target-trace in visual memory without having to
spend time and resources processing the distractor trajectory-
traces (e.g. Sperling, 1960, 1963). However, the improvements in
threshold on account of these potential factors seemed very lim-
ited (see Section 5). The observers were unable to effectively pro-
cess more than one trajectory simultaneously in the late-cueing
condition. When there were two trajectories, thresholds were, on
average, more than twice that for a single trajectory. This inability
to process more than a single trajectory at a time could be due to
limitations in attentional processing, or to limitations of memory.
4. Experiment 2: Target trajectory changes colour at mid-line
Experiment 1 showed that observers had poor sensitivity for
detecting deviations in linear trajectories when they were late-
cued but were sensitive to detecting deviations in linear trajecto-
ries if they were cued early. Bahrami (2003) suggested that a
change in the colour of a target would be detected more efﬁciently,
if the change were associated with a transient signal (also see
Scholl et al., 1999). In Experiment 1, in the late-cueing condition,
the transients in the stimulus were associated with the distractortrajectories. Since transients are known to capture attention (e.g.
Jonides & Irwin, 1981; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989), it is possible
that the set-size effects observed for deviation thresholds resulted
from attention having been diverted away from the target trajec-
tory and toward the distractor transients. If this were the case,
we would expect that observers’ performance for reporting devia-
tions in linear trajectories would improve if the target trajectory
were cued using a colour change as the transient signal in the sec-
ond half of the trial. The transient introduced by the colour change
on the target trajectory could capture attention and facilitate pro-
cessing of the target trajectory and its deviation. Once attention
was allocated to the target the observers would have little difﬁ-
culty in continuing to track its trajectory, since the colour of the
target would be unique (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Tripathy & Bar-
rett, 2004). In this experiment, a colour change from white to red
cued the observer to the target trajectory at the vertical mid-line
where the deviation of the trajectory occurred.
4.1. Stimulus and procedure
A schematic of the stimulus is shown in Fig. 3(a). The stimulus
was similar to that employed in Experiment 1, with the following
differences. Unlike the previous experiment, the distractor dots
persisted until the end of the stimulus. When the dots reached
the vertical mid-line, the target dot underwent a deviation in the
trajectory accompanied by a change in its colour from white
[55.4 cd/m2, CIE co-ordinates (0.28, 0.29)] to red [14.1 cd/m2,
(0.58, 0.36)] whereas the distractor trajectories passed undeviated
through the vertical mid-line and remained white. Thus the target
Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of a typical stimulus employed in Experiment 2 where the target trajectory changed colour from white to red at the vertical mid-line of the screen. (b)
Deviation thresholds in Experiment 2 as a function of the number of trajectories when the dot speed was 4/s. The different symbols represent the data for different observers.
The dotted lines are straight-line ﬁts to the observers’ data. The slopes of these ﬁts are also provided in the ﬁgures. For all three observers, deviation thresholds increased
substantially as the number of trajectories increased.
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The dot speed was kept constant at 4/s. Observers BB, SS and ST
participated in this experiment and data was collected for 1–4
trajectories.
In order to rule out inappropriate dot speed as a potential cause
of any set-size effects that might be observed, the experiment was
repeated by observers SS and ST for two additional dot speeds, 2
and 8/s.
4.2. Results
Fig. 3(b) plots the deviation thresholds for the three observers
as a function of the number of trajectories. Data are shown for
up to four trajectories. For all three observers an increase in the
number of trajectories was accompanied by a steep increase in
the deviation thresholds. When the number of trajectories was
one, the deviation thresholds for BB, SS and ST were 3.31, 2.52
and 3.71, respectively. On average, incrementing the number of
trajectories by one resulted in an increase in thresholds by 14.45,
4.31 and 9.47 for BB, SS and ST, respectively. Although there are
considerable inter-observer differences in the threshold elevations
as the number of trajectories is increased, set-size effects are
clearly evident in each observer’s data set.
In considering the present results, it is informative to consider
the reverse experimental condition in which the target is identiﬁed
during the ﬁrst half of the stimulus presentation, i.e. the early-cue-
ing condition. This is similar to Experiment 5 in Tripathy and Bar-Fig. 4. The effect of dot speed on deviation thresholds in Experiment 2. Deviation thresho
for the three dot speeds when the target changed colour at the mid-line; the format is si
similar. For both observers, the deviation thresholds for the 4/s condition are the samerett (2004) in which the target trajectory was cued before the
trajectory motion was initiated. In that experiment increasing the
number of trajectories had little effect on deviation thresholds. If
the target was clearly distinguished from the distractors at the
beginning of a trial, observers had little difﬁculty in reporting the
direction of deviation of the target trajectory even when there
were as many as 9 distractor trajectories present. We would antic-
ipate similar results if the early-cueing condition had been tested
here.
Fig. 4(a) shows deviation thresholds for observer SS as a function
of the number of trajectories for the three dot speeds used. Fig. 4(b)
shows the corresponding data for observer ST. For both observers,
regardless of dot speed, there was a steep increase in deviation
thresholds when the number of trajectories was increased. The ﬁg-
ures display deviation thresholds for up to four trajectories for each
speed. When the number of trajectories was increased beyond four
the resulting psychometric functions were noisy and frequently did
not cover a substantial portion of the response range. As a result,
thresholds estimated from these were not reliable and they are
not reported here. For observer SS, incrementing the number of tra-
jectories by one resulted in an increase in thresholds (on average)
by 6.09, 4.31 and 5.46 for 2, 4 and 8/s, respectively. The corre-
sponding slopes for observer ST are 6.87, 9.47 and 11.59/trajectory,
as calculated using the best-ﬁtting straight-lines to the data. The
shallowest slope obtained was 4.31/trajectory (observer SS, dot
speed of 4/s) and this represents an increase of almost twice the
single trajectory threshold for a unit increment in the number oflds for (a) observer SS and (b) observer ST as a function of the number of trajectories
milar to Fig. 2. Set-size effects seen at each of the three dot speeds are qualitatively
as those shown in Fig. 3(b).
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of 2/s whereas for ST, the steepest slope was obtained for a dot
speed of 8/s.
4.3. Discussion
When the target trajectory is cued using a unique colour at the
start of the trial, increasing the number of trajectories has little ef-
fect on deviation thresholds and the slopes obtained are relatively
ﬂat (Tripathy & Barrett, 2004, Experiment 5, Fig. 7). Here we show
that when the deviating trajectory is cued using a unique colour in
the second half of the trial, the deviation thresholds increase rap-
idly as the number of trajectories is increased (Fig. 3b). With the
target uniquely identiﬁed in the second half of the stimulus pre-
sentation, even with a transient colour change that we expect will
direct attention to the target trajectory, observers still make poor
use of the information available regarding the ﬁrst half of the tar-
get trajectory. This is true over the entire range of dot speeds that
is conducive to tracking multiple objects (e.g. Pylyshyn & Storm,
1988; also see Tripathy & Barrett, 2004, Experiment 4, Fig. 6).
Previous experiments have shown that effective detection of
colour change in target items requires that attention be drawn to
its transient signal (Bahrami, 2003). Based on this ﬁnding, we pre-
sumed that the transients resulting from the colour change of the
target trajectory would facilitate the directing of attention to this
trajectory. We expected to ﬁnd that as the number of trajectories
was varied, the resulting pattern of thresholds would be either
qualitatively different, or substantially lower quantitatively, from
those obtained in the previous experiment. But in spite of the tran-
sient (colour change) being associated with the target trajectory,
thresholds were not lowered relative to Experiment 1. The tran-
sient was not very effective with regard to facilitating either the
reviewing of the recent history of the target (e.g. Kahneman
et al., 1992) or the accessing of past target information in visual
memory (e.g. Sperling, 1960, 1963). Alternatively, information
about the early part of the target trajectory may never have been
registered in memory on many of the trials as a result of the target
not having been attended. The remaining experiments further
investigate the potential role of memory during tracking in the
deviation detection paradigm.5. Experiment 3: ‘‘Single-shot presentation
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that small performance-beneﬁts
resulted from late-cueing the target trajectory (relative to when
the target was not cued) but substantial set-size effects were still
evident. In this experiment we investigated whether the remaining
set-size effects could be explained by the decay of visual memory.
Shifting attention to a cued target can take as long as 300 ms (Pos-
ner, 1978, 1980; Posner, Nissen, & Ogden, 1978). It takes time to
detect a deviation in a dot’s trajectory, even when the stimulus
consists of a single moving dot; the smaller the angle of deviation,
the longer the reaction time to detecting a deviation (Hohnsbein &
Mateeff, 1998; also see Sekuler, Sekuler, & Sekuler, 1990 for reac-
tion times for detecting deviations in single trajectories). In our
ﬁrst two experiments, the angles of deviation are close to threshold
and processing delays might have been substantial. Furthermore,
in our late-cueing conditions, observers had to wait for the second
half of the stimulus to be presented before the necessary informa-
tion was available to perform the task. During the time it takes for
a sufﬁcient portion of the post-deviation target trajectory to be
presented, for attention to be shifted to (or focussed on) the target
trajectory, and for the direction of deviation to be processed, the
traces of the trajectories in memory could already have decayed
considerably.In this experiment, to minimise the effects of decay of the traces
in memory, the entire target and distractor trajectories were pre-
sented instantaneously in a single frame (i.e., a static, ‘‘single-shot”
presentation). All the information required for reporting the devi-
ation in the target trajectory was available as soon as the trial com-
menced. If the decay of the traces is the explanation for the set-size
effects seen in the late-cueing conditions of Experiments 1 and 2,
then the deviation thresholds measured here should be much
smaller than the deviation thresholds measured in the previous
two experiments; the traces in memory would have had little time
to decay before the entire stimulus is available to the visual system
for processing.
An alternative to the decay of visual memory explanation out-
lined above is that the set-size effects observed so far result from
the capacity limits of attention, i.e. from an inability to attend to
all of the trajectories simultaneously. In Experiment 1 the stimulus
was typically spread over 51 frames, whereas in this experiment
the stimulus was presented for a single frame. In mathematical
terms, the same amount of orientation-related information was
presented in the two cases, but over a much briefer time-interval
in this experiment. A capacity limit of attention explanation, in
contrast to the trace-decay in memory explanation, would predict
much poorer performance in this experiment compared to Experi-
ment 1, since the same amount of information has to be processed
in much less time.
5.1. Stimulus and procedure
In this experiment the stimulus was identical to that in Exper-
iment 1, except that the entire lengths of the target and distractor
‘trajectories’ were presented statically for the duration of a single
monitor frame, i.e. for 16.67 ms. The spatial separation between
adjacent dots along a ‘trajectory’ was 80 which would correspond
to a dot speed of 8/s in Experiment 1. At this separation adjacent
dots along a ‘trajectory’ did not overlap.
The target was distinguished from the distractors by means of
the change in orientation in the middle of its ‘trajectory’. Further-
more, as in Experiment 1, in one condition, the distractor ‘trajecto-
ries’ were presented only on the left half of the vertical mid-line
and in the other condition the distractor ‘trajectories’ were pre-
sented only on the right half of the vertical mid-line. Thus, each
target ‘trajectory’ consisted of 51 dots, whereas each distractor
‘trajectory’ consisted of 26 dots. The 51 dots representing the tar-
get ‘trajectory’ and the 26 dots per distractor ‘trajectory’ were all
presented simultaneously for 16.67 ms. This ensured that the dura-
tion of presentation of individual dots was the same as that in
Experiment 1.
Observers reported whether the change in orientation of the
target ‘trajectory’ was CW or CCW. Data were collected for 1, 4
and 10 ‘trajectories’ in each of the two conditions. Thresholds for
detecting an orientation change in the target for the static ‘sin-
gle-shot’ stimulus were estimated in a manner identical to that
used for all the other experiments in this paper. Observers SS
and ST participated in both conditions of this experiment.
5.2. Results
Fig. 5(a) shows the thresholds for detecting orientation changes
in the target ‘trajectory’ for observers SS (blue diamonds) and ST
(red triangles) as a function of the number of ‘trajectories’ when
the distractors were on the right of the mid-line. Thresholds for
detecting orientation changes were essentially independent of
the number of ‘trajectories’; the best-ﬁtting straight-lines to each
observer’s data had slopes of 0.14/‘trajectory’ and 0.26/‘trajec-
tory’ for SS and ST, respectively. The data obtained here are quali-
tatively and quantitatively similar to those obtained in the
Fig. 5. Data for ‘single-shot’ presentation of stimuli in Experiment 3. (a) Deviation thresholds as a function of the number of ‘trajectories’, when the distractors were present
only to the right of the vertical mid-line. The different symbols represent different observers and best-ﬁtting straight-lines and the corresponding slopes are shown using a
format that is similar to Fig. 1(c). ST’s data have been offset slightly in the horizontal direction to enhance readability. (b) Deviation thresholds when the distractors were
present only to the left of the vertical mid-line. The slopes for each of the straight-line ﬁts in (a) and (b) was close to zero, suggesting that thresholds for signalling the
orientation change in the target ‘trajectory’ were relatively independent of the number of ‘trajectories’.
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triangles) in Fig. 2a and b) when the target and distractors were dy-
namic trajectories resulting from the movements of dots and cue-
ing was early.
Fig. 5(b) shows the thresholds for detecting orientation changes
in the target ‘trajectory’ for observers SS and ST as a function of the
number of trajectories when the distractors were only on the left of
the mid-line. Again, thresholds are essentially independent of the
number of ‘trajectories’; the corresponding slopes are 0.28/‘trajec-
tory’ (SS) and 0.25/‘trajectory’ (ST).
When the stimuli were statically presented, thresholds with
distractors on the left of the mid-line were almost identical to
thresholds with the distractors on the right of the mid-line; in both
cases, set-size effects were almost entirely absent. This is in sharp
contrast to when the trajectories were dynamically presented
(Fig. 2a–d) where in the early-cueing condition no set-size effects
were evident (Fig. 2a and b) and in the late-cueing condition sub-
stantial set-size effects were evident (Fig. 2c and d).
5.3. Discussion
In Experiment 3, the same stimuli as those in Experiment 1
were presented statically. The rationale was that if entire ‘trajecto-
ries’ were presented instantaneously, when the right half of the
target trajectory was registered any traces of the left halves of
the trajectories in memory would have had less time to decay. As
anticipated, the pattern of thresholds for detecting changes in the
orientation of the target were qualitatively and quantitatively dif-
ferent from thresholds for detecting deviations in the correspond-
ing condition in Experiment 1; the set-size effects are virtually
eliminated when the potential decay of the traces is minimised
by the static and instantaneous presentation of the ‘trajectories’.
These ﬁndings are consistent with the trace-decay in memory
explanation for the poor performance in the late-cueing condition
in Experiment 1.
We performed an additional experiment in which entire ‘trajec-
tories’ of the distractors were presented and the right half of the
target ‘trajectory’ was in a different colour (red) from the remain-
ing ‘trajectories’ (white). Only partial data were collected in this
condition (data not shown). The data were similar to those shown
in Fig. 5(b), qualitatively and quantitatively different from those in
Experiment 2, and again were consistent with the trace-decay in
memory hypothesis.
If attentional capacity were the factor limiting performance
in the late-cueing conditions in Experiments 1 and 2, thenhaving the entire stimulus presented within the duration of a
single frame should increase the attentional processing re-
quired in unit time. If the attentional capacity was already
challenged in the relevant conditions of Experiments 1 and 2,
then presenting the stimulus very brieﬂy should further chal-
lenge the capacity limits of attention and thresholds should in-
crease further. However, a comparison of Fig. 5(b) with
Fig. 2(c) and (d), etc. clearly indicates that thresholds in the
static case were substantially lower, suggesting that attentional
capacity is unlikely to be the primary factor limiting perfor-
mance in the deviation-discrimination task (see Section 7 for
further elaboration).
A plausible explanation for the elevated thresholds observed
in some of the experimental conditions in this paper and in
Tripathy and Barrett (2004) is the decay of trajectory-informa-
tion in memory. Such decay of trajectory-information could oc-
cur in visual sensory memory (e.g. Sperling, 1960, 1963, 1967),
in short-term memory, in the parts of memory responsible for
storing object ﬁles (e.g. Kahneman et al., 1992), in working
memory (e.g. Baddeley, 1986, 1990), or perhaps in motion sen-
sitive cortical areas, such as the middle temporal or the lateral
intraparietal regions, that are capable of integrating motion
information over several hundred milliseconds (e.g. Huk &
Shadlen, 2005).
It is conceivable that the improvements in thresholds observed
in Experiment 3 actually result from a change in the nature of the
observer’s task. In Experiments 1 and 2 attention presumably has
to be maintained over time linked to a particular object, building
up a temporally extended ‘object ﬁle’ in order to detect a change
in orientation. Experiment 3 required the observer to detect a sta-
tic spatial orientation change only. In this task a sensory memory
of the brieﬂy exposed information presumably needs to be main-
tained, and some form of selective attention has to operate on this
to ﬁnd the item that is reported. Perhaps different factors limit per-
formance in the two tasks. Westheimer and Wehrhahn (1994) pro-
posed that the trajectories of the moving dots and the orientations
of the static lines were processed by the same mechanism, possibly
involving the orientation-sensitive units of V1. However, their
ﬁnding does not generalise to this stimulus because, in this study,
a comparison of the deviation thresholds in the late-cueing condi-
tion for moving (Fig. 2c and d) and for static (Fig. 5b) stimuli indi-
cates that the mechanisms involved in detecting deviations in the
two stimulus conditions are different (when there is more than one
trajectory). For this reason the next experiment features a more di-
rect test of the trace-decay hypothesis.
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trajectories
The results of Experiments 1–3 suggest the decay of trajectory-
traces in visual memory may be a primary factor which inﬂuences
observers’ performance while tracking multiple trajectories. If
selective processing of the target trajectory can begin as soon as
stimulus presentation is initiated, as in the early-cueing conditions
of Experiment 1 and in Experiment 3, then set-size effects should
be small and thresholds should be low. However, if selective pro-
cessing of the target trajectory is delayed by about 433 ms (i.e. un-
til after the 26th frame), as in the late-cueing conditions in
Experiments 1 and 2, substantial set-size effects are obtained (Figs.
1d, 2c and d and 3). A delay of about 433 ms in cueing the target
trajectory is detrimental for deviation thresholds as the number
of distractor trajectories is increased. Here we systematically vary
the temporal parameters of the stimulus in order to further inves-
tigate the potential role of memory when tracking multiple
trajectories.
In this experiment, a temporal delay was introduced between
the ﬁrst and second halves of each stimulus presentation (i.e. at
the point of deviation of the target trajectory). We studied the
change in deviation thresholds as the temporal delay was varied.
As the temporal delay was increased, to successfully determine
the direction of deviation of the target trajectory, observers would
have had to maintain the initial halves of the trajectories in visual
memory for progressively longer durations before making compar-
isons with the second halves of the trajectories. What effect do
these temporal delays have on deviation thresholds?
The effects of temporal delays on performance have been mixed
in previous studies. Sperling (1960) found that cue-delays as brief
as 250 ms obliterated the PR advantage, and Treisman et al. (1975)
found that, for their task, cue-delays of 1100 ms resulted in the
elimination of the PR advantage. On the other hand Demkiw and
Michaels (1976) found that a 1000 ms cue-delay had only a small
effect on the PR advantage. Previous experiments that used the
MOT paradigm found tracking performance to be unaffected by
the apparent disappearance of target items for a few hundred mil-
liseconds and their subsequent reappearance at the same location
(Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999; Viswanathan & Mingolla, 2002). If the
previous MOT results can be extrapolated to our study, then the
introduction of a temporal delay will be expected to have little ef-
fect on deviation thresholds. On the other hand, if thresholds are
severely compromised by temporal delays, this would further sup-
port the hypothesis that the limits to performance lie in visual
memory.6.1. Stimulus and procedure
The stimulus used was similar to that in Experiment 2 except
for the introduction of a temporal delay between the ﬁrst and sec-
ond halves of the stimulus presentation (i.e. at the vertical mid-
line). In this experiment the duration of trajectory presentation
was 850 ms. In the late-cueing condition the target trajectory
was distinguished from the distractors in the second half of the
trial by means of a change in colour from white [55.4 cd/m2, CIE
co-ordinates (0.28, 0.29)] to red [14.1 cd/m2, (0.58, 0.36)]. As in
Experiment 2, the distractor trajectories persisted through all 51
frames of the trajectory presentation. A temporal delay was intro-
duced after frame 26, at the instance of deviation of the target tra-
jectory. When the trajectories reached the vertical mid-line of the
screen on frame 26, they disappeared for an interval lasting 0, 100,
200, 300 or 400 ms, before reappearing for the next frame in the
motion sequence (i.e. 0, 6, 12, 18 or 24 additional blank frames
were introduced between frames 26 and 27 of the motionsequence). Observers viewing the stimulus perceived a discontinu-
ity in motion due to the disappearance and subsequent reappear-
ance of the dots. Within a block the number of trajectories and
the temporal delay were ﬁxed; both of these could vary between
blocks. The stimulus duration was therefore 850 ms of motion +
the duration of the temporal delay for the block. Observers SS
and ST participated in this experiment and in the two control
experiments described below. Deviation thresholds were esti-
mated for 1, 2 and 3 trajectories at a dot speed of 4/s.
In order to eliminate object-discontinuity caused by the disap-
pearance and reappearance of dots at the vertical mid-line as a po-
tential cause for any pattern of results that might be observed in
the above experimental condition, a control experiment was car-
ried out using a slightly modiﬁed stimulus: on reaching the vertical
mid-line all the dots stopped and remained motionless on the
screen for the duration of the temporal delay. After the delay per-
iod had elapsed, the motion sequence continued and the dots
moved along their trajectories until the end of the stimulus presen-
tation. Thus the dots were visible for the entire duration of stimu-
lus presentation.
Tripathy and Barrett (2004, Experiment 5) showed that when
the target trajectory was cued using a unique colour at the begin-
ning of the trial, increasing the number of distractor trajectories
had no substantial effect on deviation thresholds. To elucidate
the effect of temporal delay on such stimuli, a control experiment
was performed with the following stimulus modiﬁcations: the tar-
get trajectory (red) was distinguished from the distractors (white)
only in the ﬁrst half of the trial (early-cueing condition); a blank
interval of 0, 100, 200, 300, 400 or 800 ms was introduced at the
vertical mid-line after frame 26. When the motion sequence was
re-introduced after the speciﬁed delay duration, all the trajectories
including the target were white in colour. Thresholds are estimated
for stimuli consisting of 10 trajectories moving with a dot speed of
4/s. In this control condition good performance required that the
observers keep in memory the early half of only the target trajec-
tory during the delay period; ignoring the distractor trajectories
or forgetting them during the delay period would have no effect
on performance. In contrast, in the late-cueing condition of this
experiment, during the delay period, the observer had no idea
which trajectory was the target; good performance required the
observer to remember, through the delay period, the ﬁrst halves
of all of the trajectories presented on each trial.
6.2. Results
At the time of designing the experiments it was our intention to
measure deviation thresholds for a large range of temporal delays.
However, it quickly became apparent that observers’ performance
was unreliable once the delays at the mid-point of the trajectories
exceeded 300 ms. For most of the conditions tested in this experi-
ment, when delays exceeded 300 ms, the observers’ responses did
not cover the full range of the psychometric function, the data
were very noisy, and the ﬁts to the psychometric functions were
of poor quality; the resulting estimates of thresholds were very
unreliable and are not presented here. Hence, most of the data pre-
sented here are for delays of up to 300 ms. There were a few data
sets for which good psychometric ﬁts were obtained even with
temporal delays as long as 400 ms, and the resulting deviation
thresholds have been plotted with the other deviation thresholds.
Fig. 6 shows the data for the late-cueing condition of this exper-
iment, with the dots disappearing during the delay period and sub-
sequently reappearing. Fig. 6(a) and (b) display deviation
thresholds as a function of temporal delay for observers SS and
ST. Fig. 6(c) and (d) show the same data following normalisation
of the deviation thresholds. To obtain SS’s normalised data for
three trajectories, her deviation thresholds for temporal delays of
Fig. 6. Effect of temporal delay on deviation thresholds when the dots were invisible during the temporal delay. Observer SS’s (a) deviation thresholds and (c) normalised
deviation thresholds as a function of duration of the temporal delay in the condition where the dots disappeared at the mid-line and reappeared subsequently after the
temporal delay. The deviation thresholds were normalised relative to the threshold obtained when there was no delay (apart from the single monitor frame separating any
two adjacent dot positions along a trajectory) at the mid-line. Different symbols represent different number of trajectories and, where appropriate, straight-line ﬁts and their
slopes are shown as in previous ﬁgures. All data were obtained with a dot speed of 4/s. (b) and (d) show observer ST’s data in a similar format. For both observers, thresholds
increased substantially as the temporal delay increased, particularly when there were three trajectories in the stimulus.
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three trajectories when the temporal delay was 0 ms. SS’s data for
1 and 2 trajectories were similarly normalised as were all of ST’s
data. Normalising the data in this way causes all the curves to have
a threshold (normalised) of 1.0 for a delay of 0 ms, and the relative
effects of temporal delay can be seen for the different numbers of
trajectories. Some of the deviation thresholds are close to 100 in
Fig. 6(b) but such large deviations were never used in our experi-
ment. These large thresholds were estimated by extrapolation
from the ﬁts to the partial psychometric functions that were ob-
tained during the experiment.
When there was only a single trajectory, deviation thresholds
were only slightly affected by temporal delays. For example, ST’s
thresholds increased by 10% (on average) for every 100 ms incre-
ment in the delay. However, when there were 2 or 3 trajectories,
deviation thresholds increased more steeply as the delay duration
was increased. For observer SS, incrementing the delay duration by
100 ms resulted in increase in deviation thresholds by 0.05 for one
trajectory, 2.3 for two trajectories and 14.8 for three trajectories,
respectively, as estimated by the best-ﬁtting straight-line ﬁts
(Fig. 6a). The corresponding slopes for observer ST are 0.4, 14.1
and 29.9/100 ms for 1, 2 and 3 trajectories, respectively
(Fig. 6b). For both observers, when there were three trajectories
in the stimulus, thresholds increased by more than 100% for every
100 ms increment in the delay!
Fig. 7 shows the data for the late-cueing condition in which the
target dot stayed visible throughout the delay period. Fig. 7(a) and(b) show the deviation thresholds as a function of the temporal de-
lay for observers SS and ST, respectively, and Fig. 7(c) and (d) dis-
play the normalised deviation thresholds. Data are shown for
stimuli consisting of 1, 2 and 3 trajectories. The results for the
two observers were found to be qualitatively similar, but there
were substantial quantitative differences between the two results.
When there was only one trajectory in the stimulus, thresholds in-
creased only slightly as the temporal delay was increased. When
there were 2 or 3 trajectories in the stimulus, thresholds increased
substantially with increase in temporal delay; however, the
thresholds increased much more steeply in ST’s case compared to
SS. For 1, 2 and 3 trajectories, incrementing the temporal delay
by 100 ms resulted in deviation thresholds increasing, on average,
by 0.7, 2.5 and 6.7, respectively for observer SS (Fig. 7a). The
equivalent average threshold increases for an increment delay of
100 ms for observer ST were 0.7, 6.6 and 20.5. Although SS
showed only a modest deterioration of thresholds with increasing
delays, even her thresholds for a 300 ms delay were twice those for
a 0 ms delay.
Comparing Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 7(a) (observer SS) and Fig. 6(b)
with Fig. 7(b) (observer ST) we ﬁnd that the deviation thresholds
for 2 and 3 trajectories were somewhat lower when the dots con-
tinue to be visible through the course of the trial as opposed to
when they disappeared for the duration of the delay period and
reappeared at the end of the delay period.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) display the deviation thresholds and norma-
lised deviation thresholds respectively, for observers SS and ST
Fig. 7. Effect of temporal delay on deviation thresholds when the dots were visible during the temporal delay. Observer SS’s (a) deviation thresholds and (c) normalised
deviation thresholds as a function of the duration of the temporal delay in the condition where the dots remained stationary and visible at the mid-line for the duration of the
delay. The deviation thresholds were normalised relative to the threshold obtained when there was no delay at the mid-line. The different symbols represent the different
number of trajectories. Where appropriate, straight-line ﬁts to the data and their slopes are shown as before. All the data were obtained with a dot speed of 4/s. (b) and (d)
Observer ST’s data in a similar format. For both observers, thresholds increased (though not as rapidly as in Fig. 6) as the temporal delay increased.
Fig. 8. Effect of temporal delay in the early-cueing condition. (a) Deviation thresholds and (b) normalised deviation thresholds as a function of temporal delay for the early-
cueing condition where the target trajectory (moving red dot) was distinguished from the distractors (moving white dots) only in the ﬁrst half of the trial. A temporal delay of
varying magnitude was introduced at the mid-line. The data were obtained with 10-trajectory stimuli with dot speed of 4/s. The deviation thresholds were normalised
relative to the threshold obtained with no delay (apart from the single monitor frame). The different symbols represent the data for different observers. For both observers
thresholds increased as the temporal delay increased, though not as steeply as in the late-cueing condition (Figs. 6 and 7).
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trajectories at a dot speed of 4/s. Although there was a substantial
increase in deviation thresholds with increase of temporal delay
(Fig. 8a), the thresholds observed, even when the stimuli consisted
of 10 trajectories, were low when compared to thresholds obtained
when there were three trajectories in the stimulus and the target
was cued late (Fig. 6a and b).6.3. Discussion
In previous studies, the consequences of a temporal delay intro-
duced during stimulus presentation depended on the task used,
with some studies ﬁnding performance deteriorating with the
introduction of a delay (Sperling, 1960; Treisman et al., 1975) and
others ﬁnding little inﬂuence of a delay on performance (Demkiw
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lla, 2002). For our current task of identifying the direction of devia-
tion, we ﬁnd that when the stimulus consists of 2 or 3 trajectories
and the target trajectory is cued late during the trial, delays of a
few hundred milliseconds have a drastic effect on deviation thresh-
olds, at times elevating thresholds by a factor of about 4.
When the stimulus consists of only a single trajectory and a
temporal delay is introduced at the point of deviation, observers
have little difﬁculty in correctly identifying the direction of devia-
tion of the target trajectory; only small changes in deviation
thresholds are observed as the temporal delay is increased. This
could imply one of more of the following possibilities. A potential,
but unlikely, explanation for the rather small inﬂuence of the delay
is that when the target trajectory is the only trajectory in the stim-
ulus the decay of trajectory-traces in memory is very slow. A much
more likely explanation is that there are specialised mechanisms
for dealing with single trajectories. For example, it is well known
that the visual system has specialised mechanisms for controlling
eye movements while pursuing a target (e.g. Carpenter, 1991).
Such mechanisms would be specialised for following a single tra-
jectory since it would be physically impossible for the eyes to
simultaneously and accurately pursue, using eye movements,
two targets having different velocities moving along independent
trajectories. It is plausible that the observers pursued the target
when it was the only trajectory, or that the mechanisms that are
responsible for tracking deviations in a single trajectory share
some common elements with pursuit eye movement mechanisms.
A third potential explanation is that observers have the ability to
either verbalise or code the trajectory of an object when there is
only one object of interest.
When the number of trajectories was increased to 2 or 3 the
temporal delay had a much more profound effect on observers’
performance. The most likely explanation for the rapid increase
in thresholds with increasing delay (Fig. 6a and b) is that trajec-
tory-traces in memory decay with time; the longer the delay, the
greater the decay of the traces and hence the higher the thresholds.
If observers were pursuing the target when there was only one tra-
jectory, clearly that was not an option if the number of trajectories
was greater than one. If observers were pursuing some ‘‘average
trajectory”, then information regarding this average trajectory de-
cays more rapidly than information regarding a single trajectory. If
observers were verbalising or coding the trajectory when there
was only one trajectory, these abilities to verbalise or to code were
ineffective or unstable when the number of trajectories was great-
er than one.
In the late-cueing condition when stimuli consisted of more
than one trajectory, thresholds were typically lower when the tar-
get and distractor dots were visible during the temporal delay
(Fig. 7) compared to when the dots were not visible (Fig. 6). It is
plausible that in the dots-invisible condition the resulting object-
discontinuity during the delay caused the visual system to repre-
sent each trajectory as two separate trajectories. In this case
detecting the target deviations would require the observers to
put the two halves of the trajectory together. As the target was
cued during the second half of the trial only the target trajectory
would need to be reconstructed. However, reconstructing the tar-
get trajectory might require a comparison with all the pre-devia-
tion trajectories to determine the most appropriate match to the
post-deviation target trajectory. This could explain why thresholds
deteriorate more rapidly when the number of trajectories is
increased.
Beard, Levi, and Klein (1997) performed a temporal manipula-
tion of their stimulus that is similar to the temporal delay used
in this experiment. They presented vernier bars successively and
measured the resulting offset-thresholds. Their thresholds were
relatively unaffected by the magnitude of ISI over the 0–200 msrange, as one would expect from a mechanism that is limited by
the cortical magniﬁcation at the retinal eccentricity of the stimu-
lus. In contrast, in our late-cueing condition, deviation thresholds
increased rapidly over the same range of temporal delays when
there were multiple trajectories in the stimulus. The temporal pat-
tern of results obtained in the Beard et al. study is very different
from that observed in this study, suggesting that different pro-
cesses constrain performance in the two studies.
Several studies involving tracking have shown that multiple
items can be successfully tracked, even if the tracked items are
temporarily occluded (Kahneman et al., 1992; Scholl & Pylyshyn,
1999; Scholl et al., 1999; Viswanathan & Mingolla, 2002). The pres-
ent experiment shows that even when we eliminate object-discon-
tinuity by keeping the dots visible during the entire duration of
stimulus presentation, thresholds still rise rapidly with any in-
crease of the delay interval (Fig. 7a and b). This discrepancy with
respect to previous studies can be attributed to differences in the
tasks in the different MOT paradigms employed. When using a
threshold paradigm, observers have difﬁculty in effectively track-
ing more than a single trajectory at a time (Levi & Tripathy,
2006; Tripathy & Barrett, 2004). The introduction of a temporal de-
lay further compromises this limited ability of observers for track-
ing multiple trajectories.
When the target trajectory is distinguished by a unique colour
in the early-cueing condition, deviation thresholds are low, even
when there is a delay of several 100 ms halfway through the trial
and when as many as 10 trajectories are presented simultaneously
(Fig. 8a). Observers are capable of selectively tracking the relevant
object, where this is known early, ignoring other irrelevant items in
the display. When all the attentional resources are directed to the
target trajectory for the entire duration of the trial, performance is
qualitatively comparable to that when there is only a single trajec-
tory in the stimulus. The previously discussed potential explana-
tions for the relatively small effect of temporal delay when there
was only a single trajectory in the stimulus could also potentially
explain the smallness of the effect of delay when there were many
trajectories but cueing was early.7. General discussion
In a standard MOT task observers can track as many as 4 or 5
targets at a time (Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988). When presented with
the task of detecting deviations in straight-line trajectories using
a threshold paradigm, observers are unable to effectively process
more than a single trajectory at a time (Tripathy & Barrett, 2004).
In order to understand the inﬂuence of attention and visual mem-
ory on observers’ performance while tracking multiple trajectories,
we performed a set of four experiments. The results of these exper-
iments shed light on whether performance in our MOT task is lim-
ited by attention or memory and the nature of memory that might
be involved. The results also have implications for other proposed
MOT mechanisms. These are discussed in the sections below along
with a novel hypothesis that might explain the number of trajecto-
ries that can be tracked at a time when looking for a deviating tra-
jectory among linear trajectories. Other potential explanations for
these ﬁndings are also discussed.
7.1. Role of memory
Though the set-size effects obtained in Experiments 1 and 2
seem to suggest that memory might not be a critical variable in
the deviation detection task, the results of Experiment 3 seem to
argue otherwise. For the ‘‘single-shot” stimulus used in Experiment
3 the trajectory-traces did not have an opportunity to decay and
subsequently thresholds were very low. In the late-cueing condi-
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400 ms after the start of the trial; substantial decay of the mem-
ory-traces of the early parts of the trajectories could have occurred
during this period resulting in substantial set-size effects. Experi-
ment 4 introduced further delays midway through the trajectories;
these resulted in more pronounced set-size effects possibly as a
consequence of additional decay of memory-traces during the
delay.
One might be tempted to argue that the absence of the dots dur-
ing the delay period in Experiment 4 could have resulted in atten-
tion drifting away from the trajectories. However, even when the
dots were visible and stationary during the delay period, thresh-
olds still increased with increasing delay, though to a lesser extent
(Fig. 7). Furthermore, any drift in attention would also have oc-
curred in the early-cueing condition in Experiment 4, since the
dots were not visible during the delay period, but this happens
not to be the case even when there were as many as 10 trajectories
in the stimulus (Fig. 8a).
Collectively, these results suggest that the limits to performance
in the present experiments are memory-related. Other less-likely
explanations for these ﬁndings are discussed in the section titled
Alternate Potential Explanation for our Findings.
7.2. The nature of memory used when tracking deviations
In Experiment 4 we delayed the presentation of the post-devia-
tion trajectory of the target and the corresponding portions of the
distractor trajectories. If the limits to performance are memory-re-
lated, then we expect that the duration of the minimum delay nec-
essary to elevate deviation thresholds would indicate whether the
limits to performance in this task lie in sensory or in short-term/
working memory (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Baddeley, 1986,
2000, 2004; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Brown, 1958; Massaro & Lof-
tus, 1996; Peterson & Peterson, 1959; Phillips, 1974); we consid-
ered it unlikely that the limits would lie in the long-term store.
We found that a delay that is longer than 100 ms was adequate
to markedly elevate deviation thresholds. Most observers were un-
able to perform the task reliably when the delay exceeded 400 ms,
indicating that the limits to performance suggested in the previous
section lie in sensory memory rather than short-term memory.
The capacity of the visual system for tracking multiple trajecto-
ries could also give us a clue for the nature of memory used in MOT.
Sensory memory has a large capacity while working memory has a
limited capacity, e.g. 7 ± 2 items (Miller, 1956). If, as suggested
above, sensory memory is the primary factor limiting performance,
then it is surprising that the limit to the number of items that can be
successfully tracked is as small as four or ﬁve (e.g. Pylyshyn &
Storm, 1988; Tripathy, Narasimhan, & Barrett, 2007), and some-
times even as small as one (e.g. Levi & Tripathy, 2006; Tripathy &
Barrett, 2004); these small numbers would appear to be more con-
sistent with a short-term/working memory limit to performance.
This apparent contradiction is discussed in the next section.
7.3. The decay of traces in sensory memory
Based on the above ﬁndings we propose an explanation for the
number of trajectories that can be tracked at a time during MOT
that is based on the decay of trajectory-traces in memory. This
explanation is based on three primary assertions. The ﬁrst asser-
tion is that the primary factor limiting performance is the duration
for which the trajectory-traces persist in sensory memory. Our sec-
ond assertion is that the decision process has access to these traces
while they persist and the different trajectory-traces are sequen-
tially processed, piece-wise, in order to determine the direction
of deviation if any of the processed trajectories contains a detect-
able deviation (any compensation for eye movements would occurat this stage). The third assertion is that the time taken to process a
segment of a trajectory-trace is determined by the difﬁculty of the
tracking task used; the more difﬁcult the task, the longer the time
to process each trajectory-segment. Therefore the number of tra-
jectories tracked is the number of trajectories that can be serially
processed, piece-wise, before the traces in sensory memory decay
to the level that they are no longer useful to the decision process.
In principle the model proposed is very similar to Sperling’s model
to explain visual recall tasks (Sperling, 1963), but applied to MOT
rather than to brieﬂy presented tachistoscopic stimuli. However,
there are fundamental differences between the two models and
these are discussed in the next section.
Support for the ﬁrst of the above assertions comes from all of
the experiments in this paper and from Experiments 4, 6 and 7
in Tripathy and Barrett (2004); all these experiments yield results
that are consistent with the sensory memory trace-decay hypoth-
esis. In addition, other experiments in which the cueing occurred at
different points in time prior to the deviation showed that the ear-
lier the cueing, the lower the threshold, providing further support
for the assertion regarding sensory persistence (Narasimhan, 2006;
Narasimhan, Tripathy, & Barrett, 2004, 2007). In addition, Yilmaz
(2007) shows that if the earlier halves of the trajectories are
masked by a noise mask within 200 ms of the dots crossing the
mid-line signiﬁcant elevation of deviation thresholds results.
In the context of the ﬁrst assertion, further elaboration is neces-
sary with regard to the nature of trajectory-persistence in sensory
memory. In the context of the ﬂash-lag effect, Krekelberg (2001)
distinguishes between ‘‘visible persistence” and ‘‘position persis-
tence” (also see Krekelberg & Lappe, 2000; Purushothaman, Patel,
Bedell, & Ogmen, 1998; Whitney, Murakami, & Cavanagh, 2000);
the persistence of the trajectory-traces in sensory memory would
be closer to Krekelberg’s position persistence, but with a subtle dif-
ference – in Krekelberg’s model the last exposed position of the ob-
ject has special signiﬁcance with regard to deﬁning position
persistence, whereas in our explanation, the trajectory-traces in
sensory memory, while they persist, inﬂuence spatial judgements
such as instantaneous positions of objects and orientations of their
trajectories (without necessarily being visible for the entire dura-
tion of persistence – note that in our experiments we deliberately
minimised the lengths of the visible traces by using a normally illu-
minated room). The trajectory-traces could, in principle, be com-
pared to motion-streaks that encode direction of motion using
spatially-oriented cells in V1 (Geisler, 1999; Jancke, 2000; also
see Westheimer & Wehrhahn, 1994).
Support for the second assertion comes from all of the experi-
ments showing set-size effects in this paper and in Tripathy and
Barrett (2004). Even for a substantially suprathreshold deviation
of ±19 (threshold for detecting a deviation in a single trajectory
was typically about 2) most observers seem to process about
one trajectory effectively (Tripathy & Levi, 2008; Tripathy et al.,
2007). Yilmaz (2007) showed that, for these tasks, the critical dura-
tion over which a mask over the ﬁrst half of the trajectories effec-
tively elevates deviation thresholds increases with the number of
trajectories. For a task closer to the standard MOT paradigm, How-
ard and Holcombe (2008) observed that when subjects were asked
to report the ﬁnal state of tracked items, these reports matched
earlier states of the tracked items, with the perceptual lag increas-
ing with the number of targets. All of these results suggest that the
processing of trajectory-traces available in sensory memory is
sequential. According to the multi-store model of memory (Atkin-
son & Shiffrin, 1968, 1971), the attended part of the information in
sensory store is processed further in short-term store. The second
assertion can be seen as a restatement of the role of attention in
the multi-store model of memory.
Several studies provide indirect evidence for the third assertion
(Kennedy, Tripathy, & Barrett, 2008; Tripathy & Levi, 2008;
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trajectories can be tracked at a time when the deviations are large.
Presumably, for these conditions, segments of each trajectory can
be processed more rapidly, resulting in many more trajectories
being processed while the traces persist. More direct evidence for
the third assertion comes from the study by Hohnsbein & Mateeff,
1998, which showed that the threshold duration for which a devi-
ation in a single trajectory had to persist for the deviation to be de-
tected decreased rapidly as the angle of deviation was increased
(also see Sekuler et al., 1990).
The previous section asked why only 4–5 items could be
tracked if sensory memory is the primary limiting factor and
the capacity of sensory memory is known to be large. We believe
this is because the limit lies not in the amount of information
that can be retained in sensory memory, but in the duration for
which it can be retained, i.e. its persistence. Since the trajec-
tory-traces only persist for a brief duration and processing each
trajectory-segment takes a substantial amount of time (particu-
larly since the processing cannot be completed and a decision
reached before a substantial part of the post-deviation target
has been presented), only a few trajectories can be processed in
the time available.
In summary, our proposed explanation for the number of trajec-
tories tracked during MOT is that this number is determined by the
duration of persistence of the trajectory-traces in sensory memory
and the time to process each trace, which can vary with task difﬁ-
culty. Our explanation is very reminiscent of the decay of auditory
memory-traces proposed by Baddeley, Thomson, and Buchanan
(1975) to explain the word-length effect. The latter refers to the
fact that, compared to short words, fewer longer words can be
remembered. This effect is thought to arise because it takes longer
to rehearse the polysyllables and to produce them during recall,
and because the traces associated with all of the words to be re-
called are subject to decay unless revived by articulatory rehearsal.
Of course, Baddeley et al.’s (1975) explanation applies to storage of
auditory information in the phonological loop (Baddeley, 1986;
Baddeley & Hitch, 1974), whereas ours is based upon the storage
of visually presented information. Nevertheless, the two explana-
tions appear to share very many similarities.
Could the explanation we propose for the number of trajectories
tracked during MOT generalise to the MOT task of Pylyshyn and
Storm (1988)? Potentially, attentional processes could continu-
ously cycle through 4–5 trajectories, provided the time to cycle
through these trajectories is less than the persistence of the trajec-
tory-traces. For example, if the persistence of the trajectory-traces
is 400 ms and the number of trajectories tracked is four, then
100 ms are available for processing each tracked trajectory during
each cycle. During this 100 ms the position of a target could be up-
dated based on the recorded position of this target 400 ms earlier
and the segment of its trace that persists over the last 400 ms.
However, if the task difﬁculty is increased (as when stimuli close
to threshold are involved), or if the task requires a switch to slower
processes (as in a switch from magno- to parvo-processes, for
example when monitoring colour changes), then 100 ms may no
longer be adequate to update each trace-segment, leading to an in-
crease in error rate in identifying target deviation. An alternate
interpretation of this increase in error rate would be that some
properties of objects are more efﬁciently coded than others (e.g.
Scholl 2001; Scholl et al., 1999), whereas it might simply reﬂect
the difﬁculty of the task the observer is being asked to perform,
or the speed of the processes involved.
Further support for the trace-decay explanation comes from the
study of Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999. They found that tracking perfor-
mance was not hindered if targets disappeared for a brief duration
and reappeared at the location that they disappeared from,
whereas tracking was compromised if they reappeared at a posi-tion consistent with uniform motion during the period of disap-
pearance. In the latter case there would be no trajectory-trace in
sensory memory connecting the pre- and post-occlusion trajecto-
ries, making it difﬁcult for attentional process to keep the locations
of the target updated continuously during the trial.
The explanation proposed here for performance in our task (and
MOT in general) is that a serial decision process operates on the seg-
ments of trajectory-traces persisting in sensory memory. Pylyshyn
& Storm, 1988 considered a serial strategy and discarded it on the
grounds that the range of speeds at which attention has been re-
ported to move (30/s (Eriksen & Schultz, 1977) to 250/s (Posner
et al., 1978)) is inadequate to scan all the trajectories presented.
However, in our opinion even a conservative scan speed of 50/s
for themovement of attentionmight be adequate to explain the per-
formance found in our studies. Presuming that the duration of per-
sistence for the trajectory-traces is about 200 ms, each dot’s
position in the cortical representation needs to be updated only
once every 200 ms and not on a frame-by-frame basis, or once every
few frames. Provided the trajectory-trace has not decayed, the prob-
ability of losing the target does not increase if the sampling delay is
increased, particularly if the trajectories are predictable/linear (in
the absence of ambiguous trajectory-information, following the tra-
jectory-trace in visual memory is analogous to following a river or a
road on a map). However, it must be pointed out that performance
was extremely poor in our experiments. Presumably this is because
the factor limiting performance is not the time it takes to scan and
update this position on a trajectory, but the time it takes to integrate
this segment of the targetwith the rest of its trajectory to determine
the direction of deviation. Alternate explanations for the poor hu-
man performance could be that the scan speed of 50/s is an overes-
timate of the actual speed, the actual tour-length is longer than the
minimum tour-length, or the persistence of the trace is shorter than
the 200 ms presumed here. However, unlike previous studies that
found human performance to be much better than predicted from
a serial strategy, we suggest that the strategy employed, at least
for our task, is an inefﬁciently implemented serial one.
Oksama and Hyona (2004) also reject a purely serial system on
the same grounds as Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988. They propose a ﬁrst
stage that is pre-attentive and operates in parallel and decays with
time (not unlike our ﬁrst stage in visual sensory memory) and a
second scanning stage which does not scan the tracked targets
exhaustively but scans based on alarm signals when a target is in
danger of being confused with a distractor. However, according
to this proposal, the ﬁrst stage is pre-attentive but sophisticated
enough to monitor the activities of all the targets and at the same
time is aware of imminent confusions between targets and distrac-
tors. In comparison, our ﬁrst stage is a purely passive stage that
just records the trace of the trajectories and the second stage is
more sophisticated and can selectively follow the trajectory-traces
in sensory memory. Oksama and Hyona probably proposed this
system of alarm signals to get around the problem of the relatively
slow speed that attention can be moved. In our opinion, the speed
of movement of attention is adequate for most MOT tasks that can
be performed and this system of alarm signals may not be neces-
sary. In addition, according to Oksama and Hyona (2004), the func-
tion of active attention shifts during MOT is to refresh the
activation of the target representation, whereas in our explanation
for MOT, the representations in sensory memory are continually
and rapidly decaying, monotonically.
7.4. Alternate potential explanations for our ﬁndings
7.4.1. Attentional decay
Tripathy and Barrett (2004) suggested that the set-size effects
observed in their study resulted from all, or parts, of the target tra-
jectory having remained unattended on a substantial proportion of
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that the entire target trajectory was attended), or from the parts of
the trajectories presented earlier having been forgotten, or having
been overwritten by parts of the trajectories presented later. It is
clear that both attentional factors and factors relating to memory
must contribute substantially to performance during MOT. In fact,
it is generally accepted that attention mediates the transfer of
information from sensory memory to short-term memory. How-
ever it is still reasonable to question what the relative contribu-
tions of the two factors are in constraining performance in our task.
So far, much of the discussion of the results in this paper has re-
volved around the decay of memory. But alternate theories based
on the decay of attention could also explain many of our current
ﬁndings. However, unlike the time course of decay of memory,
for which a substantial body of literature exists and reasonable
quantitative predictions can be made, the time course of atten-
tional decay is less well understood and quantitative predictions
are difﬁcult, particularly since attention is believed to involve a
transient and a sustained component (e.g. Nakayama & Mackeben,
1989; Muller, Mallnowski, Gruber, & Hillyard, 2003). In addition, in
the context of the attentional decay explanation, it is not obvious
why masking the left half of the screen as late as 150 ms after
the dots (and presumably attention) have moved to the right half
of the screen would result in thresholds being elevated (Yilmaz,
2007). In contrast, this ﬁnding is readily explained by the sensory
memory explanation – the sensory traces of the left half of the
stimulus still persist and provide useful information even after
the dots have moved on to the right half of the screen. The present
ﬁndings and the ﬁndings of Yilmaz (2007) are consistent with the
hypothesis that performance in our task is limited by the decay of
information in sensory memory. It remains to be demonstrated to
what extent the time course of attentional decay can explain these
ﬁndings and the masking study results outlined above.
7.4.2. Pursuit eye movements
Is it possible that the observers’ performance in our study can
be explained by the ability (or inability) of the observers to track
the target simply using pursuit eye movements? For example, in
Experiment 1, the low thresholds in the early-cueing condition
may have resulted from the observer pursuing the target, the only
trajectory during the ﬁrst half of the stimulus. If pursuit eye move-
ments are responsible for the low thresholds in the early-cueing
condition, then restricting eye movements by asking the observer
to ﬁxate on a ﬁxation point should result in elevated thresholds.
Observer ST (with many years of experience in making measure-
ments around the blind spot (e.g. Tripathy & Levi, 1994; Tripathy,
Levi, Ogmen, & Harden, 1995; Tripathy & Barrett, 2006)) repeated
the early-cueing condition of Experiment 1 using four trajectories
and with a ﬁxation spot positioned at the vertical mid-line, mid-
way between the two vertical markers. Thresholds with the ﬁxa-
tion spot were comparable to thresholds without the ﬁxation
spot, suggesting that pursuit eye movements were not a require-
ment for the low thresholds in the early-cueing condition.
In summary, while alternate plausible explanations can be
found for the results of individual experiments in our studies, it
is unlikely that any such explanation that is reasonably precise in
its predictions can explain all of our results in a consistent way.
7.5. Implications for previous studies
Our ﬁndings shed light on some of the issues that have been
raised by previous studies. These issues are discussed below.
7.5.1. Iconic memory and partial report
Though several similarities exist between our study and those
of Sperling, Averbach and colleagues, major differences exist be-tween these early studies of iconic memory and our current study.
The ﬁrst fundamental difference relates to the duration of stimulus
presentation. In the earlier studies the emphasis was on determin-
ing what could be seen in a single, brief exposure of a static visual
stimulus; the stimuli were presented using a tachistoscope and the
duration of stimulus presentation was typically 50 ms in the
experiments of Sperling (1960). In our study the stimuli were pre-
sented for durations close to a second and the stimuli were in
motion.
The second major difference between our study and the classic
studies of iconic memory is the verbal nature of the task used in
the earlier studies (e.g. Sperling, 1960). Sperling’s studies of iconic
memory (and most of the studies of other investigators on the to-
pic) used letters and other such stimuli that could be verbalised
and were therefore not entirely visual in nature. In fact, the model
proposed by Sperling (1967) to explain their ﬁndings includes
auditory storage and a rehearsal component. The shortcomings of
using such stimuli to study iconic memory were highlighted by
Baddeley (1990, p. 18):
‘‘It is a regrettable feature of studies in iconic memory that so
many of them have used letters rather than scenes as targets
and that these are typically followed by a mask comprising a
completely different stimulus, usually either a blank ﬁeld or
an unrelated visual noise pattern. I assume that the visual sys-
tem was not designed speciﬁcally to cope with this, and that
however the system works, it normally is fed with successive
glimpses that are broadly similar to each other, as is of course
the case in the cinema where each frame is separated from
the next by a blank period followed by a frame containing a
very similar scene. Presumably this would lead to facilitatory
rather than disruptive effects of successive stimuli, since each
image will be compatible with what has gone before. It is per-
haps worth exploring these facilitatory effects in more detail
if we are interested in the ecological relevance of the iconic
store.”
The multiple-trajectory stimuli we have used in this study are
entirely visual in nature and are not easily verbalised. Furthermore,
since we did not use any post-masks, our stimuli did not suffer
from disruptive effects caused by the presentation of dissimilar
scenes between successive frames. Therefore the stimuli used in
this study provide further insights into the nature of storage in sen-
sory memory, complementing those in the original studies.
A third major difference between our study and the earlier ones
is with regard to the transfer of information between visual sen-
sory memory and subsequent stages of processing. According to
the model proposed in Sperling (1967):
‘‘To transmit the maximal information from a brief exposure of
a visual display, therefore, the display should be coded into
about four symbols (e.g. digits) to take advantage of this rapid
scan capability.”
In the Sperling experiments, the relevant information is avail-
able at the start of stimulus and, theoretically, can be readily con-
verted into coded symbols. In our experiments, the stimulus is
continuously evolving and so is its representation in visual sensory
memory and the scanning procedure must continually sample the
representation in sensory memory; even after the target trajectory
has deviated, it is not clear at what point in time the information in
sensory memory is ready for encoding, and how accurate the
encoding is (e.g. Tripathy & Barrett, 2003, 2006).7.5.2. Visual working memory
Working memory is believed to have a verbal and a visual com-
ponent (Baddeley, 1986, 2000, 2004; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). The
26 S. Narasimhan et al. / Vision Research 49 (2009) 10–27visual component has been referred to as visuospatial sketchpad or
Visual Working Memory (VWM). The persistence of VWM is rela-
tively longer than iconic or sensory memory, but the actual dura-
tion of this persistence is relatively unclear. Several recent
studies have attempted to understand how features of objects
are coded in memory and how many of these features and how
many objects can be coded at a time (i.e. the capacity for storing
these items in memory), and the involvement of VWM in this stor-
age has been strongly implicated (e.g. Luck & Vogel, 1997; Vogel,
Woodman, & Luck, 2001; Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Oksama &
Hyona, 2004). All of these studies suggest that the limits to perfor-
mance when detecting changes in features of static or moving ob-
jects lie in the capacity of VWM. In contrast to these studies, the
primary factor limiting performance in our task seems to be the
persistence of trajectory-traces in visual sensory memory. This dis-
tinction between our task and those used in these other studies
needs to be further investigated.
8. Summary
When detecting a deviation in a target trajectory in the pres-
ence of distractor trajectories, we ﬁnd that the limits to human
performance might lie in the persistence of the traces of the trajec-
tories in sensory memory and the time taken to process each tra-
jectory. We suggest that this ﬁnding might generalise to many of
the other paradigms involving MOT.
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